18	EDUCA TIONAND THE Cl VIUZA 'HON-BVILDING PROCESS
objectionable to many is the word primitive when used (o apply to peoples who have
been scarcely affected by the civilization process. Primitive often carries a connotation
of backwardness or inferiority much as the use of the term not ire in colonial areas
carried a stigma of inferiority as compared with the terms of respect applied to
colonial rulers, traders, or settlers. Scholarly discourse has largely dropped the terms
savage and barbarian, except to apply to peoples who lived long, long ago. In general,
savage was applied to early stone age hunting peoples who lived prior to any
civilization or who remained untouched by it; barbarian, to later stone age peoples
who lived before the first civilizations or outside the early civili/aiions.
At the opposite terminological extreme arc the nineteenth century archcologists'
terms which took their cue not from traits of character, race, or personality (as the
terms savage, barbarian, and primitive seemed to do), but from the tools made by
groups of men in their various stages of development. Thus, the early archcologists
classified the principal "ages of man" according to the kind of materials from which
their tools were made:
Paleolithic Age	Early or Old Stone Age
Neolithic Age	Later or New Stone Age
Bronze Age	Early Metal Age
Iron Age	Early Iron Age
Industrial Age	Late Iron Age
The terms paleolithic and neolithic are neutral enough to avoid ruffling national or
ethnic or racial sensibilities; but by themselves, they do not reveal a great deal about
the social, or cultural, or educational processes whose remains provide the raw material
for reconstructing a prehistory of man's cultures.
There are other terms that do highlight the development of human culture by
stressing the presence or absence of written language. For example, preliterate and
prehistoric apply to those peoples who lived before writing was invented anywhere in
the world. The term nonliterate is sometimes applied to those peoples who lived any
time after 3500 B. C. when writing was invented, but who still did not develop or
adopt a written language of their own. 1 need not call attention to the obvious
difficulties of using the term illiterate, which carries the connotation of inability or
incapacity to become literate. But useful as these terms are in pointing to social and
educational implications, they do not aid very much in calling attention to the overall
way of life of the society to which they refer. They are useful terms for the history of
education, but not the most useful.
More recent archeological terminology has concentrated not so much upon the
toolniaking process as upon the way of life that must have provided the total context
within which the tools were made and used. Braidwood and Howe, for example,
describe the sequence of general cultural developments of Southwest Asia in several
stages: food-gathering, food-collecting, food-producing, 'Village-farming community
way of life," "incipient urbanization," and eventually an "urban way of life" which,

